
up to the performance level of the stock
Z51, and the F1 Supercar tires bring the
Z51 to within a nose of the Z06 in the
tighter maneuvers that negate the Z06’s big
power advantage. On average, the tires
alone improve skidpad grip by 0.04 g,
lane-change performance by 1.7 mph, and
autocross and handling circuit times by 1.3
and 1.8 seconds. 

Results on the stock tires reveal meas-
urable differences among the suspensions,
except on the steady-state skidpad, where
performance is limited primarily by tire
grip. The Z51’s extra roll stiffness may
have helped add 0.01 g to the 0.91 g of the
base and MSRC cars, but the fat-tired Z06
managed 0.98 g. 

Set to tour mode, the MSRC car per-
forms like the base car in most tests, but
the sport mode improves performance
noticeably in quick transient maneuvers,
where the fast-acting shocks limit body
roll quite effectively. Note that in sport
mode the MSRC car nearly matched the
Z51’s autocross performance, and it split
the difference between the tour-mode and
Z51 results in the lane change. 

Springs and anti-roll bars dominate in
tests with slower steering inputs such as
the slalom and road course, so the Z51 and
the Z06 feel better composed and are
easier to drive in these tests. The Z51’s lim-
ited traction, however, prevents the num-
bers from fully reflecting this.

As usual, the numbers barely tell half
the story, so we also gave this foursome a
thrashing on our lumpy, twisty 10Best
loop, which served to illustrate dramatic
differences in ride quality. Here we evalu-
ated the cars on their stock tires only. 

Although we have always been gener-
ally impressed with the base Corvette’s
ride quality, under hard scrutiny on these
roads we all agreed that basic body-motion
control was lacking. It’s not hard to use up
all of the suspension’s travel, and bumps
in turns occasionally cause the car to take
an unanticipated step to the side. Such
events are often accompanied by inter-

vention from the active-handling stability-
control system, which gets its biggest
workout in the base car. Pocks and rippled
pavement send unwelcome wiggles and
jiggles up through the steering wheel and
structure, making us wonder how serenely

the Z06’s more rigid body would ride with
this suspension. 

MSRC provides all the comfort of the
base suspension in tour mode, but since
the shocks can tighten up near the limits
of travel, the suspension seldom hits its
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base MSRC Z51 Z06

spring rates, 440/577 457/577 525/634 525/714
front/rear,* lb/in

front anti-roll-bar dia x 0.91 x 0.15 0.91 x 0.15 1.13 x 0.18 1.18 x 0.18
wall thickness, in

rear anti-roll-bar dia x 0.68 x 0.10 0.68 x 0.10 0.93 x 0.14 0.93 x 0.14
wall thickness, in

shock Sachs 36mm Delphi Sachs 45mm Sachs 45mm
absorbers gas-charged MagneRide gas-charged gas-charged

monotube monotube monotube monotube

wheels F: 8.5 x 17 in, F: 8.5 x 17 in, F: 8.5 x 17 in, F: 9.5 x 17 in,
R: 9.5 x 18 in R: 9.5 x 18 in R: 9.5 x 18 in R: 10.5 x 18 in

tires Goodyear Eagle F1 Goodyear Eagle F1 Goodyear Eagle F1 Goodyear Eagle
GS Extended Mobility, GS Extended Mobility, GS Extended Mobility, F1 Supercar,
F: P245/45ZR-17, F: P245/45ZR-17, F: P245/45ZR-17, F: P265/40ZR-17,
R: P275/40ZR-18 R: P275/40ZR-18 R: P275/40ZR-18 R: P295/35ZR-18

curb weight, lb 3270 3290 3293 3152

*Rear spring rates shown are for manual-transmission test cars. Add 11 lb/in for automatics.
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